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'

organized under the laws of Japan of 1006,

Oaza Kadoma, Kadorna-shi, Osaka, Japan, do

5 hexeby declare the invention, for which we
pray that a patent may be granted to us, and

the method by which it is to be performed,

to be particularly described in and 'by the

following statement:

—

10 The present invention relates to apparatus

which can display in a plurality of rows on die

picture tube of a television receiver the results

of a computing process that is carried out in

a ffT"r"ti"g section, L& electronic table

15 calculator (hereinafter referred to as ETC for

brevity) associated with the television receiver.

. The kind of electronic table calculator or

ETC now on the market can display the com-

puted -result only in a single row by utilizing

20 fluorescent display tubes, Light Emitting

Diodes or liquid crystal cells. In such an ETC,
therefore, it ts difficult to display the comput-

ing process.

According to the present invention there

25 is provided an apparatus for displaying a com-

puting process comprising a computing means

fox performing a computing operation on input

data, a memory means for storing die input

data and result of the aunputing process per-

30 formed by said computing means, a means for

reading the contents of said memory means

and converting said contents into -character,

representative video signals, a means for re-

ceiving a television signal and dernochilntmg

35 the video signal in the received television

signal,* picture tubeoperated to display there-

on images by receiving said character repre-.

[WcsJip]

sentative video signals and the signal from
said receiving and demodulating means,
wherein the images representing the charcater

representative video, signals and the de-
modulated video are displayed in supenm-
posmon on the picture tubey a driving means
which receives a first synchronizing signal

obtained frjom said computing means and a
second synchronizing sJgal separated from
said television signal and which applies to
the memory means driving pulses timed in
relation to the timing either of said first

synchronizing signal in die case of writing

into said memory means or of said second
synchronizing signal in the case of reading of

the contf^t^ of satd TK^ym^iy means*

For better understanding the present in-

vention reference may be had to the accom-
panying drawings, In which:

—

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of apparatus

according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a data con-
verting circuit;

Fig. 3 comparatively shows the contrtit of

an operational register and that displayed on
thepicture tube;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a display con-

trol circuit;

Fig, 5 is a timing chart of a line display

circuit;

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a spacing

circuit;

Fig. 7 is a timing chart for the spacing

circuit shown in Fig. 6;

Eg. 8 shows timing charts of a character

generating circuit and a parallel-series register

.
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15

Tfo 9 is a block diagram of a color control
circuit;

Hg. 10 shows how numerals ""f^ary for
one oompucarton ate displayed on the picture
tube; and
Kj» 11 shows step fay step the variations

°* dfofly according to die progress of die
COflOpOtltUBL

In Vif. 1, cnnsi iH irms enclosed by the
dashed lines 78 constitute an. ^Ktmnfr table
calculator ETC, which comprises an input^ or key board 1, aa input control dxcuit
2, a computation control circuit % and m
operational register 4. A data converting
«rcuit 5 which writes thereinto the ™ny«*t
ef die operational register 4 in t*mW with
die ETC and reads out data onto a picture
tube 18 in response to a syndironizing signal
separated from a received, television simaT by

20 a television receiver 79. A characterla£ra-
^circoit 6 converts the outputs 36, 37, 38
and 39 of die data converting circuit 5 into
address signals, signals 31, 32 and 33 (from
a display circuit 8) into a signal for select-
ing a row where a certain character is to be
displayed, and the signals 34 and 35 from
die input unit 1 of the ETC 78 into address
signals for operators. A parafldUseries register
7 fSFH *e parallel data 51, 52, 53, 54
ana 55 from the drararfrr generating circuit
$ and decimal point data 41, a dock signal 30^ a load signal 40 from die dispby draut
5 and deHvers an output signal 43. The
display control circuit 8 strntiUes positioning
ggnfr % 27, 28 and 29 trTthe daa con-
verting drcuk 5 and a color control circuit
SJifar properly positioning the data on the
Jactare rube in response to horizontal and
vertical svndkronizthg signals 46 and 47

Z^JhJZ^ 33 &r selectina a ^5_™ch each chaxactBr or numeral is dis-
played are fed to the character generating
grant 6 and a fine signal 42 is applied to
die color control circuit 9. A feline
encicsure 79 indicates a part of an ordinary
wevfsica receiver, which comprises an
antenna 56, a tuner 10, a video I# anmlifier
11, a video detector 12, a first videoaS
u, a synchronizing circuit 14 for supplying
the hortontal and vertical sroehroXEg
s$nab 46 and 47 for the display cowrS
circuit -8; a color synduonhting drcuit 15,
a demodnlstor 16, a matrix circuit 17, and

IS to which red, green md
blue chronunance signals 48, 49 and 50 are
fed from the matrix circuit 17. Thesechrorim^ rfg^tog^ with die out-
puts 44 and 45 of the color control drcuit 9
ca^igctape a color display on the picture

i 25?22^^ dxcuir shom * Kg.l«l next be described. A numeral signal
tromtto input unit 1 of die ETC 78 is nro-
cessecTby the input control drcuit 2 and the
emulation control drcuit 3, stored in the
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- operational register 4, fed as a signal 19 to
die data converting drcuit 5, seqoexttially
memorized in die register «?rhidfd in the
droit 5 such that it will be read out from
the most^sigtfficanr digit down (described 70
later m oetau) read out from the register
upon the cnmpTrtfon of die memorization In
response to the dock signal 3% farther fed
tfenngi the character generating drcuit 6,
the parallel-series register 7, die color con- 75

Sr*???*.9 *?* ±c matrix drcuit 17, and
finauVdisplayed on the picture tube 18. On
the other hand, the operator is displayed by
direct!/ applying the signals 34 and35 from
the input unit 1 to the character 80
generating drcuit 6. Another numeral pok-

signal written in the register 7 is
also displayed on the picture tubelTin the
same manner as described above, all the pro-
cess of cmnputations so far displayed with 85
the first operand, and the operator and
second operand appearing respectively in die
second and third rows. Then, if the equality
button of the input unit 1 depressed, the
computed result is written in the register 90
7 and at die same time the line signal 25 is
suirplied for die display control drcuit 8
so that the signal 42 is applied to the color
control circuit 9. Therefore, the first operand,
operator and second operand, a horizontal 95
line, and the computed result are displayed
onrhe picture tube 18. When a series of
computations are continuously performed,
this process of display will be repeated!
«g> 2 shows in detail the constitution of 100

the data converting drcuk 5. This data -

converting arcoit 5 receives the irtfornjation
from the ETC 78 which is derived serially
rrom the least significant digit upwards, and
wntes the information into the memory 105
circuit in such positions that it may be read
out rrom the most significant digit down, so
that the desired information is properly dis-
played on the picture tube 18. la F?g> 2,mere are shown a register selecting circuit 57, 110

SRI, SK2, SR3, and SR4 each adapted to
store 4xn bits (where every row consists of
o-digos and each digit is represented by bfcri.
a register 59 tw^rWpaSw^vertnira
pas of the data corresponding to one tfgit
(4 bits), a scaleHof-n counter 63, a chanaV
over control drcuit 64 for switching overtfce
writing and reading of die memory circuit

&i*
d0*M***K& 60, NAM) drcuxtsMAI . . » NA9, a scaleMrf-four counter 61,

^n^o^TP SS^ « ™* ^
formation 19 from die ETC 78 is controlled
^control stasis 20 and 21 and a busy
signal % and written sefectively into res-
pective regbtera of the memory circuit 58 in
tne comrroting order. The dock signal to the
memory circuit 58 is the HAND taken at
tne arcmt NA1 of the output of the chanae>
over control circuit 64 and the dock puke 130
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signal 23 from the ETC 7$, and the dock
signal 23 is also applied to die scaknaf-fcrar

counter 61 «wnAf<^ vrith the scale-of-

Cp—1) counter 61 Therefore, the gam of
5 the NAND circuit NA2 is opened every time

4(n— 1) cbek poises of the signal 23 have
been counted!, so that four dock poises are
applied to the dock drive circuit 6& Accord*
ingr/, dock stasis 4a and 4, are produced

10 and a piece of faiformarion corresponding to
a single digit in die operational register 4
of dieETC 78 la serially written in one of the
registers SRI to SR4 of the memory circuit

58. Thus, since the data Is written into the
15 register digit by digit at a period of (n-1)

digits, the data is stated so as to be read out
ton the most rfgmficant digit down. The
KAKD gate NA4 u opened by the output of
the changeover control circuit when the

20 scale-of-n counter has counted n dock pulses,
and the NAND gate NA1 is dosed.% the
NAND gate NA4 is opened, the dock signals

#i and of the memory circuit 58 are
synchronized with a dock pulse signal 30 for

25 television picture display. Fig. 3 shows how
the content of the cperatumal register 4
of the ETC 78 is displayed on the picture
tube of a television receiver. In this figure,

(a) designates the content of the operational
30 register 4 of die ETC 78, (b) the

of die register SRI of die memory circuit

58, and (c) information displayed on the
picture tube, where characters A, ... Ac
represent respective numerals beginning from

35 the least significant digit and ending at the
most significant digit, for example, as shown
in the lower part of Fig; 3, when a number
123 is set in the ETC 78 die content of die
operational register 4 of the ETC 78 is

40 «00 . . . 123^ as shown in- (a)', the con-
tent of the register SRI of the memory
circuit 58 is accordingly "321 ... W as
shown in (b)', and the image displayed on
the picture tube is therefore ^123" as shown

45 in (c)'.

Fig. 4 shows an Tq^pplr of the display
control circuit 8 in Fig. I in detail. In this
figure, an 8-bit counter 65 counts the horJ-
rental sync signal 46 and can A**™**™* the

50 horrontal position of the display on the
picture tube by processing its respective out-
puts with appropriate logic circuits. Skoals
26, 27, 28, and 29 determine die intervals
of display in this four-way npn t̂ itu^ a

55 skoal 80 die position of the une
displayed on die picture tube, aod a skoal
81 serves as a dock signal to a row selecting
circuit 66 which determines die rows in
which certain character* are arranged on the

60 Picture tube. A decimal point detearjming
circuit 67 determines thejpositioa df die
decimal point in the ETC 78 by die rfgn^
24 and supplies a decimal point skoal 41
to the shift register 7. A gated osdflator 68

65 is an collator which is gated only daring

the duration of the horizontal sync signal
and die deck pulse frorij this fwin flT"r deter-
mmes the horizontal position of the display.
A spacing circuit 69 provides a space after
every three digits to the left of die decimal 70
point of die displayed nurnbers. The detail
of die spacing circuit 69 wfll be described
later. An 8-bit counter 70 counts clock pulses
75 obtained by dividing one bmiT^tal sweep
period (1H) by dght bits of a digit. A load 75
skoal 40 is delivered every time «Vht bits
of the dock pulses 75 are counted asdserves
to write the data' serially into die shift
register 7 digit by digit A fiip-£op 72 deter-
mrnes die range of display of die lire, NalO 80
to NA20 designate NAND circuit, AN1 to
AN4 AND circuits, and INI to IN10 in-
verters.

The apparatus includes means for count-
ing pulses of the horizontal sync signal con- 85
tamed in die second svnehronizine sTmal and
a means for generating a line signal when the
number of counted pulses, reaches a predeter-
mined number so that a line is displayed be-
tween the operands and the computed result 90
oh the' picture tube.

Fk. 5 shows the timiogs of the various
signals appearing in the line display circuit,
in which (a) represents the vertical sync
signal 47 of the television system, (b) the 95
horfmrnal syne signal 46, (c) the output of
the AND circuit AN4> (d) the output of the
NAND circuit NA19, (e) the output of the
NAND chant NA20, (f) die output 71 of
the firr>fi«> 72, and (g) the output 42 of 100
the NAND circuit NA18.

Fig. 6 shows the detailed constitution of
die spacing circuit 69, in which are shown a
scabsxf-duee counter 76, a delay circuit 77,
a NAND circuit NA21, an AND drcuit 105
NA15, an inverter IN15, a dock signal 73
supplied for the 8-bit counter 7ft a dear
signal 74, a load signal 40 representing each
digit, and a signal 75 obtained by gating the
dock signal 73 at every three digits. The 110
operation of the spacing circuit 69 is as
follows. The $cale-of-duee counter 76
delivers an output signal to the delay circuit
77 every time it counts three poises of die
signal 4% the NAND circuit NA21 generates 115
a pulse whose duration is equal to the delay
time characteristic of die delay circuit 77, and
the AND drcoirAN15 gates the dock signal
daring the delay time. The timing relation
between -those signals mrnn'oncd above are 120
shown in Fig. 7, in which (a) represents the
load signal 4% (b) the output of the scale-
of-three counter 76> (c) the output of the
inserter IN15, (d) die output of the NAND
circuit NA21* and (e) a dock signal 75 gated 125
in response -to the output (d).

Fig. 8 shows-the timing chart of the input
signals to the character* generating drcuit 6
and the paralld-eeries converting register 7,
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in which (a) ctarignaTre one of the outputs 36,
-37, 39 and 39 cashing numeral information
of the dam amvertmg circuit 5, (b) the out-
put waveform giving the inuirm of a numeral
adhered from the charcater generating
circuit 6 in response to the output signal 3&
37, 38 or 39, (c) the load signal 4ft (d) the
dock signal 30, and (e) a mmyfal pattern
(5x7). Far rgfrjnpTc, in diis case, if a row
is. dftrrmlTifd as "OCT* and the input data
to the character generating drcuit 6 is "1",

the outputs 5}, 52, 5^54 and 55 will be
Q, 0, 0, 1, Q» iespectjvefy. The position of
dock' signals 30 relating to signals represent-
ing the numeral pattern are indicatedby the
dash lines between (d) and (e).

* Fig. 9 shows the drcuit of an example of
the color control circuit 9 in Fig. 1, in which
NA22 to NA25 are NAND circuits and
IN11 to IN14 are inverters. A signal 43 as
a dot signal representing a numeral pattern is

fed to both the NAND circuits NA22 and
NA24, and if the input data 43 is identical
with the memory value that is, the contents
of tfee memoriy in the mmrmtfrfl»rptiop,
i.e* ETC, the NAND drcuit NA22 is

opened by the signal 29. If the output 45 of
the NAND circuit NA22 is applied to, for
exirnylr, the red output circuit of the matrix
circuit 17, the memory value displayed in
the uppermost row an the picture tube
luminesces in. red* If, on die other hand, the
signal 43 is different from the memory value,
the signal 43 is passed through the NAND
circuit NA24 and fed to the NAND drcuit
NA25, which takes the logic sum of the
signal 43 and the line signaMl If the out-
put 44 is applied to, for example, the green
output circuit of die matrix circuit 17, the
numerals indicating the. process, of computa-
tion,luminesce, in green,
- In Fig. 1% diagram (a) shows, the posi-
tions of the informnrrop displayed on the
picture tube, in which the memory value is
located in. the uppermost or first row, the
operand in the second row, the operator and
operand in die third .row,* and the computed
result in the fourth row*
• The diagram (b) shows an Tfrnmpt* of
actual computation on the .picture tube, of a
television receiver*

Figt 11 shows as an. mm^U the steps of
the' whole, process of an actual computation
on ttejtaure tube of a. television receiver,
m which 0).designates the step of displaying
the operand "12", (si) the step of adding the
operator "X", (EQ the step of adding the
operand "4", (iv) the step of pushing the
equal button, (v) the step of storing the com-
puted result "48" in the memoir drcuit that

«£> the .fourth of the registers SRI,
SIO, SR3 and^SR* and (vi), (vu%(viii) and
Cut) ..the steps of performing me computation
*34—4$s*. When the number as the com-
puted' result, or the memory value takes a

negative .value, .it is preceded by an algebraical

sign."-".

: As~ described above there are obtained
various advantages such as the possibility of
chedrinft a computing process during the
comptation, the roomem-to-moment display
of the content of the rnemory register, the
rinrfficarion of the conmtmng process and the
computed result by the use of multi-color re-

presenratioa, the display of a line or lines in
the computing proces, the .provision of spaces
between every third and fourth digits* and
the display of the computed information on
tne picture tube of a television receiver In'

Willi the television program.
will oe seen that apparatus embody

the present invention enables the display
a computing, process by employing what is

called multiple-row-display.

Again embodinxents of the present invert-

70

75

tion provide a simple data converting means
for displaying a computing process on a
picture rube without unifying the timing
system of the ETC with that of the display

Further, embodiments of the present in-
vention provide a means for inserting a line'
between the numerals to be processed and
the computed result in the display in* order
to make the computing process more com-
prehensible;

Again, embodiments of the present inven-
tion- provide a means for mating fa each
displayed number a space on the left of every
third digit appearing to the left of the
Hnrimal point in order to facilitate reading
the result in the same manner as in a num-
ber with commas applied every three digits,

embodiments of the present invention, further
provide a color control means enabling dis-
play of the numbers from dxe memory in
Querent, colors from the other numbers in
the calculation so as to make the display
distinct.

The present invention also provides a trie-

vision, reedper on the picture tube of which
a television program and the result of the
compiTtfng process are shown sinmltanenusry.
Yet another advantage of enmodiments of

the present invention is the provision of
apparatus in which a memory value is dis-
played in the uppermost row, an operand
(such as an addend, moment!, multiplicand
or dividend) is displayed in the second row,
an * operator or calculating sign and an
operand (such as an. augend, subtrahend,
multiplier or divisor) are displayed in the
third row, and the computed result is dis-
played in' the fourth row.

WHAT WB CLAIM IS;— . 125
.1. An apparatus for displaying a comput-

ing process comprising a compiling imnw
for performing a computing operation on
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input data, a memory means for storing the
input data and result of the computing pro*
cess performed by said computing means* a
means foe reading the contents of said

memory means and converting said contents

into charcater representative video signal*, a
means for receiving a television signal and
demodulating the video signal in the received

television signal, a picture tube operated to
display thereon images by receiving said

character representative video stouus and
the signal from said receiving and demodulat-
ing means, wherein the images represented
by the character representative video signals

and the demodulated video signal ate dis-

played in snperimposttian- on the picture
mh

*l
fl driv?n

ff r*f™ Wfrft receives a fast

synchronizing signal obtained from said rfttn-
, means ana a scronfl synchronizing

separated tram said television signal

to the memory gt»m^

in relation to the timingdriyingi

either of said first synchronizing signal in the

case of writing into said memory iwgnq or
of said second synchronizing signal in the

of reading of the contents of saidcase

memory means.

9
2. Apparatus"according to daim 1, where-

in said memory means includes a register

baying a storage capacity of 4xn bits, where
n is me number of digits of the result of the
computing process and each digit is repre-

sented by 4 bits, said driving means inc*TT*1fft

a counter for delivering a dock pulse every
time it counts 4x(n— 1) pulses of said first

synchronizing signal and a means for generat-
ing said driving pulses in response to said

dock pulses, and wherein the result of the
computing process is obtained from said

computing means, starting from the least

rignifranr digit; and the digits are written
into said register in such positions that they
may be read out starting from the most
significant digit*

3. Apparatus according to Glim 1, where-
in there is provided a means for counting
pulses of a horizontal sync signal separated
from the television signal and wherein the
digits represented by said <*"t*nrtrr repre-
sentative video signals are arranged on said
picture tube with an appropriate space left

therebetween by trading out of said memory
means parts of the stored information when
the number of cotmted pulses reaches a pre-
determined snmber.

4. Apparatus according to Claim 2 where-

Printed forHer Maittt^s SUtJ
Published by Ths Patent (

in said memory means *nrhidfs two further
registers each having a storage capacity of
4xn bits, information from the computing
means is sdectivdy applied respectively to 60
said three registers to store ther^*** the
operands and the computed result, and
wherein the operands and the computed
result are displayed on said picture tune by
reading the contents of said registers. 65

5. Apparatus Accordfag to Qaim 4> where-
in there is provided a means for counting
pulses of a horizontal sync signal contained
in said sreond synchronizing signal and a
means for generating a line signal when the 70
number of counted pulses reaches a pre-
determined numbers so that a line is dis-
played between said operands and said com-
puted result on said picture tube.

6. Apparatus according to Gabs 1, where- 75
in mere is provided a means for counting the
digits of the contents read from said memory
means from the least rfgnffi***™* digit upwards
in groups of three digits and a means for
gating said driving pulses applied to said U0
memory means for the purpose of reading in
response to the output of said counting
means, so that spaces are provided between
every third and fourth least significant digit
of each number displayed on said picture 85
tube.

7. Apparatus according to Qaim 4* where-
in said picture tube is a colour picture tube
and a means is further provided for display-
ing the operands and the computed result in 90
different colors and in a plurality of rows on
said color picture tube.

S. Apparatus according to Claim 4, where-
in said memory means consists of four
registers for storing therein a memory value, 95
a first operand, a second operand, and the
computed result, and wherein the stored in-
formation is then read out to be displayed in
four rows in the order mentioned on said
picture tube. jqq

9. Apparatus substantially as hereinbefore
described with reference to and as illustrated
in the accompanying drawings.

F1TZPATRIOCS,
Chartered Patent Agents,

Warwick House,
Warwick Court,

London, WCUt 5DJ,
and

14—18 Cadogan Street,

Glasgow, G2 6QW.
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ie uouner Jfras, LaBu^^^London,
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